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Implementation Plan: Garden Route Skills Mecca (GRSM) Project April 2021 – March 2023 
 
 

1. Background and Context  
 
The Garden Route Skills Mecca (GRSM) Project is an outgrowth of the Skills Workstream was established under the Garden Route Rebuild Initiative 
(GRRI) after the devastating Knysna fires in 2017. A need was identified at that time for people to be re-skilled or up-skilled due to the fact that 
many lost their jobs, mainly linked to the Tourism industry.  
 
This is very similar to the current socio- economic conditions that now prevail across the entire world, not just for the Garden Route, due to COVID 
19 Pandemic that initiated a global lockdown of economies. As in 2017, the COVID 19 Pandemic has also created opportunities for new skills to be 
introduced as part of the rebuild and re-generation process, especially such new skills sets related directly to health and economic recovery as 
wells as merging new world skills such as 4IR skills. 
 
To move the Garden Route Skills Mecca catalytic flagship project, the Garden Route District Municipality appointed a GRSM Coordinator for the 
period April 2021 to 2023. As an initial planning step a formal inception meeting to discuss the finalization of the Service Level Agreement and the 
broad implementation framework for the project was held on 28 April 2021. A copy of the inception meeting report is available. During the 
inception meeting the Service Level Agreement (SLA) was finalized confirming both contract timelines and deliverables.  
 
The inception meeting also allowed for discussion and confirmation of a project implementation framework (reflected in next section as Figure 1) 
that in particular identified specific priority activities and related deliverables based on current key projects in work on progress in the District: 

 The National Skills Fund Hospitably Project; and 

 The Health and Welfare SETA Home Based Care Project. 
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2. Implementation Plan Framework  
 
The implementation plan framework for the GRSM is shown in Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1 – The Garden Route Skills Mecca Implementation Plan Framework 
 
The above framework indicates that significant amount of work is required in the initial three months of the project, April, May and June to ensure that 
momentum lost over the last twelve, in part due to the COVID 19 pandemic is quickly recovered. From July onwards it is critical to maintain momentum.  
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3. Implementation Plan Gannt Chart  
 

Based on the framework reflect in Figure 1, a more detailed Gantt chart has been developed shown as Figure 2 below. This Gannt chart will be used as a 

“live” document that will be continually updated using a colour coding process explain text box to monitor progress against the GRSM Deliverables.  

 
  

Figure 2  – The Garden Route Skills Mecca Implementation Plan Gannt Chart  

YEAR

Month No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Month End 30-Apr 31-May 30-Jun 31-Jul 31-Aug 30-Sep 31-Oct 30-Nov 31-Dec 31-Jan 26-Feb 31-Mar 30-Apr 31-May 30-Jun 31-Jul 31-Aug 30-Sep 31-Oct 30-Nov 31-Dec 31-Jan 26-Feb 31-Mar

# Activity Deliverable

1
Determine status of the current projects approved by Council (HWSETA and NSF) and, 

subject to budget availability assist with stakeholder engagement, revision of 

proposals and implementation plan.

Project Schedule

2
District Municipality GRSM Inception Meeting and Permanent Staff ON Coaching 

System.
Report

3
Meetings GRSM Task Team or Local Skills Mecca Indabas or District Skills Mecca 

Summits, including engagements with Council, ETD Committee, DCF & MMF
Minutes

3.1
Engage with Task Team members in between each Task Team to advise on the 

identification of projects, programmes  and processes.
Reports

4
Implementation report inclusive of status quo of Skil ls Summit resolutions and any 

proposed change requests for adjustment of approved two year plan.
Report

5 GRSM Implementation Plan for two years Assignment. Plan

6
Schedule of key projects, training activities, stakeholders and project leads for the 

Garden Route Skil ls Mecca.
Project Schedule

7 Local Municipality GRSM Permanent Staff on Coaching System. Report

8
GRSM Funding Strategy including sourcing of funding from Global, National and 

Local Institutions for training and development purposes.
Strategy

9 GRSM Concept Document aligned to Growth and Development Strategy. Concept

10 Meetings of GRSM Forums and Workshops. Minutes

10.1
Engage with Forum members in between each Forum to advise on the identification 

of projects, programmes  and processes.
Reports

11 Approved GRSM Value Proposition. Concept

12 Approved GRSM eMarketing Strategy. Strategy

13
GRSM Partnerships Business Case inclusive of a schedule of proposed engagement 

with partners including a Municipal Training Academy / Community College for the 

GRDM (Law Enforcement, Traffic and Fire Training.

Business Case

14

District and Local Municipality GRSM Temporary Staff inclusive of Interns if any on 

Coaching System.
Report

15

GRSM reflected in the IDP’s and Budget of the Garden Route District Municipality and 

all local Municipalities within the District. 
Report

16

GRSM Project Close Out Report inclusive of Lessons Learnt and Recommendations of 

further execution 
Report

Key 

Process

Key 

Process

2021 2022 2023

Garden Route Skills Mecca Project Implementation Plan

The Gannt chart shown on the left is a picture of 

chart only. The real Gannt chart is an Excel based 

spreadsheet that is continually updated as a live 

project monitoring instrument. The blue colored 

blocks are activities that are planned while the 

green coloured blocks are activities completed. The 

blue blocks must become green at end of every 

month – if not they will be coloured coded as 

orange to indicate a problem that needs urgent 

attention. The two most critical activities are the 

important processes of the GRSM Task Team (3) 

and GRSM Forum (10) Meetings inclusive the work 

that occurs in between each quarterly Task Team 

and Forum Meetings. These processes “will keep 

the wheel rolling” across the District. 
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4. Implementation Plan Theory of Change  
 

Before the performance of any project can be assessed, how and why a projects activities lead to the desired change, must be understood. One technique that 

unpacks how these change processes work is the theory of change (TOC). A TOC helps stakeholders understand how and why a projects activities lead to the 

desired change. A theory of change diagram has been developed for the GRSM shown on the next Page as Figure 3. The GRSM TOC depicts the mechanisms 

through which the project works, creating linkages and silver threads from activities to the desired outcome.   

The logic in the GRSM TOC operates as follows: 

 Sphere of Action: “How do we deliver?” They are the actions of the various stakeholders in the implementation of a project. These are a collection of 
functions and processes (actions, jobs, and tasks) that consume the resources required to produce outputs. 

 Sphere of Influence: “Who responds through engagement to the Actions and Outputs”” These are the most critical stakeholder groups that need to be 
involved and participate in the GRSM to achieve the KEY Outcome of the GRSM: “All role players have the commitment and capacity to implement 
and continuously improve the Garden Route Skills Mecca.” 

 Preconditions: “Assumptions and Risks”. These refer to the Assumption that needs to be in place in order to achieve the project outcome and the Key 
Risk that has to be managed to achieve the project outcome. 

 Sphere of Interest: This is the ultimate goal of the GRSM that will incentivize participation and deliver the tangible Impact: “Garden Route District 

Preferred Destination   for Skills Development in RSA” 

 

The TOC and each element contained within each of the three “Spheres” become key performance indicators (KPIS) that the GRSM can be measured against 

for ongoing monitoring and evaluation.  
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Figure 3 – The Garden Route Skills Mecca Theory of Change Monitoring and Evaluation Framework.  
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While the theory of change in Figure 3 above illustrates the silver thread between outputs, outcomes and impacts, the narrative description in Table 1 below 

explains how the theory of change actually works in practice.  

IF the GRDM and Local Municipalities in the Garden Route work with a range of Implementing Partners that are supported by: 

 An internal GRDM Task Team; and 

 An external GRDM Stakeholder Forum; and 

 The GRDM Education and Training Portfolio Committee; and 

 The GRDM District Mayor’s Coordinating Forum; and 

 The GRDM Municipal Mangers Forum 
THEN the GRSM will achieve the Outputs of the of the Project. 
 
IF the outputs of the GRSM are achieved and they will influence: 

 All spheres of Government; and 

 Institutions of Learning; and 

 Business Association and Chambers; and 

 Funder and Donors; and 

 Employers; and 

 Workers and Unions 
THEN the GRSM will achieve the Outcome of the Project. 
 
IF the outcome of the GRSM project is achieved and as a result all role players mobilize resources and participate: 

THEN the Garden Route District will be the preferred  destination for Skills Development in South Africa. 

 
Table 1 – The Narrative for the Garden Route Skills Mecca Theory of Change Monitoring and Evaluation Framework. 
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4. Implementation Plan Activities and Deliverable  
 
 

Each activity and related deliverable of the implementation plan is described below to ensure clarity of what is proposed and to allow the 
implementation plan to also be “living “document that can be adjusted from time to time should there be a need, often as a consequence of 
serendipity.  
 
To allow for this interactive nature of the implementation plan, a feedback section has been provided below each activity and deliverable that 
allows the GRDM MANCOM and/or Council to give feedback comments on this initial proposed plan for each activity and deliverable. Once 
feedback is received, the plan will be revised, finalized and use as the baseline for future monitoring and evaluation of the project.  
 
4.1 Determine status of the current projects approved by Council (HWSETA and NSF) and, subject to budget availability assist with stakeholder 
engagement, revision of proposals and implementation plan. 
 
Deliverable: Project Schedule 
 
NSF Hospitality project – The NSF has completed an initial due diligence visit on Friday 21st May 2021 and revised proposal has been submitted 
to consideration by the NSF that contemplates a budget of R 41m with 400 beneficiaries involved across the entire District. Ongoing follow up 
will be made and should the project be approved it will be implemented by the GRDM through the GRSM structures and processes. A particular 
feature of these NSF funded projects is the 7,5% of total budget allocation for Project Management, funds that can effectively be utilized by the 
GRDM. This could to recruit an external project manager to run the project or fund the development of internal capacity to run the Project or a 
mixture of the two. The GRSM Coordinator will support and where necessary offer coaching services such project management processes.  
 
The HWSETA Home Based Care Project was confirmed by the Western Cape Manager of the HWSETA on Friday 23rd April 2021 to be within the 
evaluation processes at the HWSETA Head Office in Johannesburg and the Municipality will be advised of the outcome of the proposal. Ongoing  
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follow up will be made and should the project be approved it will be implemented by the GRDM through the GRSM structures and processes. A 
similar approach will need to considered with 7,5% of total budget allocation for Project Management as for the NSF Project. 
 

4.2 District Municipality GRSM Inception Meeting and Permanent Staff ON Coaching System. 
 
Deliverable: Report 
 

An inception meeting was held and the implementation plan Framework shown above as Figure 1 agreed with the GRDM Executive Manager 
Corporate Services, Human Resource Manager and the Training Unit. An inception meeting report was completed and submitted to the GRDM. 

Training Unit colleagues have been loaded onto the digitally based coaching system that will be utilized to coach them to build internal capacity 
for long term sustainability of the GRSM. However, it is important to note the concern was raised over the need to carefully balance the time 
involved with coaching processes with day to day workload of the colleagues.  

 

4.3. Meetings GRSM Task Team or Local Skills Mecca Indabas or District Skills Mecca Summits, including engagements with Council, ETD 
Committee, DCF & MMF 
 

4.3.1 Engage with Task Team members in between each Task Team to advise on the identification of projects, programmes and processes. 
 

Deliverable: Minutes and Reports 
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The momentum and ongoing implementation of the GRSM is highly dependent on four quarterly based processes one of which are regular Task 
Team Meetings and ongoing interaction with Task Team Members In between Task Team Meetings. The Task team is the internal focused structure 
of the GRSM led by the Executive Manger Corporate services: 

The Purpose of the Task Team as per the draft Terms of Reference is:  

The purpose of the GRSM Task Team is to provide leadership that will coordinate all the activities to implement, monitoring and report on the resolutions for 

Garden Route Skills Mecca as adopted by Mayors and Municipal Managers in the District at the District Coordinating Forum (DCF) that took place on 12 February 

2019.  

The Core Focus Areas of the Task Team as per the draft Terms of Reference are: 

o Support and advise the GRSM Coordinator on the implementation of the GRSM Workplan attached as Annexure A to these Terms of Reference; 
and 

o Identify blockages to the achievement of GRSM Resolutions and Workplan and develop consultative solutions to remove blockages; and 
o Verify the accuracy and currency of the GRSM reports and documents as and when necessary; and  
o Develop a long term sustainability strategy for the Garden Route Skills Mecca. 

 

The first Task Team was constituted and held on Friday 30 April 2021. Minutes and a draft set of Terms of Reference are available. 

 

4.4 Implementation report inclusive of status quo of Skills Summit resolutions and any proposed change requests for adjustment of approved two-
year plan. 
 
Deliverable: Report 
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The momentum and ongoing implementation of the GRSM is highly dependent on four quarterly based processes one of which are regular 
Implementation Reports.  The first report was submitted to Corporate Services on 28 April 2021 and subsequent reports planned for 31 July, 31 
October for 2021 and each quarter thereafter until end of contract period in March 2023.  
 
It is noted that these reports, once submitted to Corporate Services, will be further processed to other relevant committees and Council by 
Corporate Services  
 
 

4.5 GRSM Implementation Plan for two years Assignment. 
 
Deliverable: Report 
 
This section relates directly to this document that once completed baseline for future monitoring and evaluation of the project. 
 
 

4.6 Schedule of key projects, training activities, stakeholders and project leads for the Garden Route Skills Mecca. 
 
Deliverable: Report 
 
The momentum and ongoing implementation of the GRSM is highly dependent on four quarterly based processes one of which is a “live” Schedule 
of key projects, training activities, stakeholders and project leads for the Garden Route Skills Mecca. This schedule has already been set up with 
existing projects already listed on the schedule. A sample image of the schedule is shown in Figure 4 below: 
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# Project Name Location Lead Status Next Action Date Notes 

1 NSF Hospitality Garden Route SKAL 
Due Diligence 21 May 
2021 

Finalise revised proposal and 
submit to NSF 

27 May 
21 In process 

2 
HWSETA Home 
Based Care George ? ASV 

Pending HWSETA 
Approval Check with Harald at HWSETA 1 June 21 In process 

3 
Kranshoek Skills 
Centre 

Kranshoek - 
Plett 

Raymond / 
Moya 

Checking link with AET / 
WC CETC Check with Moya - set up visit 

Mid-June 
21 

Pending Mayors' 
Office 

4 Private TVET Campus George  Mayor Source ground in George 
Set up Meeting with Tercia - 
SSC 

Mid-June 
21 

Pending Mayors' 
Office 

 
Figure 4 – The Garden Route Skills Mecca Project Tracking Schedule  

 
The above schedule is an interactive schedule located on Google drive that allows all selected members of the GRSM to access and update the 
schedule as the projects are worked on and developed. The schedule will be referenced and reported on continuously at: 

 Task Teams Meetings 

 Forum meetings 

 Included in quarterly implementation reports. 
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4.7 Local Municipality GRSM Permanent Staff on Coaching System. 
 

Deliverable: Report 

The GRSM Projects allows for relevant persons identified within all seven local municipalities to also be loaded onto the digitally based coaching 
system that will be utilized to coach them to build internal capacity within each local municipality for long term sustainability of the GRSM. 
However, it is important to note that there will need to be careful balance between the time involved with coaching processes with day to day 
workload of the colleagues. This will need to be agreed with Municipal Managers of their delegated Executive mangers that are responsible for 
Skills Development and the GRSM in the local municipal area.  

 

4.8 GRSM Funding Strategy including sourcing of funding from Global, National and Local Institutions for training and development purposes. 
 

Deliverable: Strategy 

Possibly the most critical enabler for the GRSM is adequate resourcing that includes funding for projects, processes and programmes. The 

development of funding strategy for the GRSM that must include a long term sustainability component will be developed through ongoing 

stakeholder engagement, in particular the Task Team and Forum members.   As a minimum such as funding strategies will include the processes 

that need to be develop capacity within the GRSM and the GRDM to conceptualise, develop, submit and successfully close funding proposal deals 

for projects that can significantly impact the lives of persons that reside in the Garden Route. This will include linking up with local and global 

funding and support institutions that are identified by GRSM Stakeholders such as the following examples: 
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 Local: SETAs, NSF, UIF, Employers, Government departments from all spheres and others identified by Stakeholders.  

 Global: European Union, World Bank, Country based Agencies such GIZ (Germany) JICA 9Jnapna) NSDA (India) and others identified by 

Stakeholders.  

A particular critical, mandatory feature of any funded projects is the need for a of total budget allocation for Project Management, funds that 
can effectively be utilized by the GRDM to grow the internal and/or in sourced capacity for skills development project implementation 
continuously and progressively. This may be the primary mechanism for sustainability of the GRSM in the future as well as the need to build a 
record of successes and return on social investment index for all projects implemented. The more successful the GRSM is with project 
implementation, the more likely it will be to leverage further and future funding.  
 

4.9 GRSM Concept Document aligned to Growth and Development Strategy. 
 
Deliverable: Concept 
 
The GRSM Concept has been progressively developed since 2017, initially through the work of the Skills Development Stream of the Garden 
Route Rebuild Initiative that was then further enlarged upon through two Skills Summits in 2018 and 2019. The GRSM has always been directly 
linked and connected to local economic development across the Garden Route and the updated and revised Concept that will now be developed 
will be adjusted to align and directly support the Garden Route Growth and Development Strategy as approved b he Council in March 2021. This 
will allow the GRSM to satisfy the requirement for skills development to be a cross cutting enabler as I sated on Page 7: 

As part of the 2020 update of this strategy, four cross-cutting enablers were identified, as a mechanism for supporting the implementation of 

the Garden Route Growth and Development Strategy.  

The cross-cutting enablers are: 
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 Jobs potential: What are the specific challenges hindering the jobs potential of this priority area? 

 Skills development: What are the skills requirements/ challenges that constrain this priority area? 

 Safety and wellbeing: What are the safety, inclusion, and wellbeing challenges that present within this priority area? 

 Energy: How do current (and future) energy challenges affect this priority area? 

 

4.10 Meetings of GRSM Forums and Workshops. 
 
4.10.1 Engage with Forum Team members in between Forum to advise on the identification of projects, programmes and processes. 
 
Deliverable: Minutes & Reports 
 
The momentum and ongoing implementation of the GRSM is highly dependent on four quarterly based processes one of which are regular Forum 
Meetings and ongoing interaction with Forum Members In between Forum Meetings. The Forum is the external focused structure of the GRSM 
led by the Chairperson of the Education and Training Portfolio Committee of the Garden Route District Municipality.  

The Purpose of the Forum Team as per the approved Terms of Reference is:  

The purpose of the GRSM Forum is to provide a platform for all relevant stakeholders in the Garden Route to give inputs that support activities that implement 

the resolutions for Garden Route Skills Mecca (GRSM) as adopted by Mayors and Municipal Managers in the District at the District Coordinating Forum (DCF) 

that took place on 12 February 2019, and any subsequent amendments to such resolutions approved by the DCF.  

The Core Focus Areas of the Forum as per the approved Terms of Reference are: 

o Support and advise the Garden Route Skills Mecca Task of the Garden Route District Municipality on the implementation of the GRSM 
Resolutions.  
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o Identify blockages to the achievement of GRSM Resolutions and propose consultative solutions to remove blockages; and 
o Support the development of a long term sustainability strategy for the Garden Route Skills Mecca. 

 

The first Forum was constituted and held on Friday 31 May 2021. Minutes and a full set of Terms of Reference are available. 

 

 
4.11 Approved GRSM Value Proposition. 
 

Deliverable: Concept 

The value proposition for the GRSM will flow out of the GRSM Concept document and will also lay the foundation for a marketing mechanism to 

continually grow the attractiveness of the Garden Route for investors that would consider setting up and running skills development enterprises 

and processes from the Garden Route, both for Garden Route residents and for the rest of the world, now so much more likely and feasible du et 

the accelerated virtual world that has arrived on our doorstep as direct result of the COVID 19 Pandemic.  

There are already indications that many of the Garden Route towns are becoming known as “virtual” hubs of operations, sometime known as 

Zoom Towns. A carefully crafted value proposition can leverage this advantage and create many opportunities for existing and/or new skills 

development related enterprises in the Garden Route. A key linkage for the GRSM Value Proposition will be the Garden Route Investment 

Prospectus and ensuring that the GRSM projects become a permanent inclusion in that prospectus.   
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4.12 Approved GRSM eMarketing Strategy. 
 

Deliverable: Strategy 

To grow and enhance the viability and long term sustainability of the GRSM, a permanent feature of the process must be a marketing campaign 

that regularly sends out messages on projects, processes and opportunities for skills development across the District. As is now common practise, 

such marketing campaign will be an eMarketing Strategy that is developed and driven through the Communication unit of the Garden District 

Municipality but with inputs and advise from both GRSM Task team and GRSM Forum members. 

The Garden Route Communications unit already has well established presence in the District is actively utilising social media messaging as well a 

full range of internet of things resources to maintain a high visibility status for Garden Route visibility. The GRSM will leverage directly from these 

processes as an integrated eMarketing approach.    

 

4.13 GRSM Partnerships Business Case inclusive of a schedule of proposed engagement with partners including a Municipal Training Academy / 
Community College for the GRDM (Law Enforcement, Traffic Control and Fire Fighting Training). 
 
Deliverable: Business Case 
 
A critically important deliverable for the GRSM is a Garden Route District Multidisciplinary Training Academy that as a minimum grows the capacity 
within the District to develop the competencies of individuals that are involvement across the District with: 

 Law Enforcement  

 Traffic Control 
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 Fire Fighting Training 
 
This process has been under discussion for some time and various options are being considered, with a proposed firefighting training academy 
already in principle being planned for in Mossel Bay. As part of the GRSM this multi-disciplinary Training Academy concept will be developed and 
a formal Business Case developed progressively with all relevant stakeholders. 
 
 

 
4.14 District and Local Municipality GRSM Temporary Staff inclusive of Interns if any on Coaching System. 
 
Deliverable: Report 

The GRSM Projects allows for relevant temporary staff inclusive of interns identified within the District Municipality and all seven local 
municipalities to also be loaded onto the digitally based coaching system that will be utilized to coach them to build internal capacity within the 
entire District for long term sustainability of the GRSM. However, it is important to note that there will need to be careful balance between the 
time involved with coaching processes with day to day workload of the colleagues. This will need to be agreed with Municipal Managers of their 
delegated Executive mangers that are responsible for Skills Development and the GRSM in each municipal area.  

A specific option here maybe the coaching of Interns to be GRSM Support Officers within each municipal area linked directly to the local Municipal 
Official (such as an SDF) that manages skills development in that municipality or for such interns to be involved in the project management function 
of funded projects.  

 

4.15 GRSM reflected in the IDP’s and Budget of the Garden Route District Municipality and all local Municipalities within the District.  
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Deliverable: Report 
 
For the long term sustainability of the GRSM, the concept must become a fully endorsed and supported programme as integral part of the all eight 
annual Municipal IDPS, Budgets, Governance and Operational Processes of the District and all Local Municipalities. This process will include the 
GRMS being a permanent Standing Agenda Item at all District Coordinating Forums (DCF) and the Municipal Mangers Forum (MMF) with 
immediate effect.  
 
In addition, the The Garden Route Skills Mecca (GRSM) will also be included in the relevant processes within the Garden Route District to develop and 

implement the “one plan” as part of the District Development Model that is being implemented across the country.   

 

 
4.16 GRSM Project Close Out Report inclusive of Lessons Learnt and Recommendations of further execution  
 
Deliverable: Report 
 
The lesson learnt over the two-year period that the GRSM Coordinator contracted for, namely April 2021 to March 203, will need to formally 
recorded in a report to allow for continuity and sustainability beyond the project close date.  
The objective of the close out report will in essence be on how the GRSM can be pragmatically converted from a time bound project with start 
and end date as is the case now to a long term programmes that is integrated into all eight annual Municipal IDPS, Budgets, Governance and 
Operational Processes of the District and all Local Municipalities.   
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4. GRSM Implementation Plan Risk Analysis  
 
The following risk analysis has been developed to ensure that risks assisted with the implementation of the GRSM are appropriately managed. 

The risk analysis is based on Likelihood X Impact = Risk Rating.  The risk analysis process is applied to all credible risks in order to determine the 
risk rating. This process acts as a filter by applying a rational and consistent process based on Table 2.  
 

 

Risk Matrix 

Impact 

1 (Insignificant) 2 (Minor) 3 (Moderate) 4 (Major) 5 (Catastrophic) 

Likelihood 

5 (Almost certain to occur in 
most circumstances) 5 10 15 20 25 
4 (Likely to occur frequently) 4 8 12 16 20 
3 (Possible and likely to occur at 
some time) 3 6 9 12 15 
2 (Unlikely to occur but could 
happen) 2 4 6 8 10 
1 (may or may not occur but 
only in rare and exceptional 
circumstances) 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Table 2 – Risk Analysis Matrix Evaluation Instrument 
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Risk Likelihood Impact Risk Rating Mitigation Contingency 

Funding for GRSM Projects and 

Programs cannot be accessed 
2 4 20 

Monitor ALL opportunities 

for funding and build 

capacity within GRDM to 

apply every for every 

relevant opportunity 

 

District Municipality appeals to 

local Municipalities to assist and 

support with funding in 

collaboration LG SETA and 

SALGA and MISA.  

Garden Route based Businesses 

and relevant Chambers & 

Associations do not support the 

GRSM 

 

3 4 12 

Continuously engage and 

communicate with ALL 

Businesses, Chambers & 

Associations to get buy in 

to support GRSM.  

 

Identify specific, cooperative 

Businesses, Chambers & 

Associations and develop 1 on 1 

relationships with them.  
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GRSM Coordinator and the 

GRDM Training Unit are over 

extended in their work processes 

and cannot cope with demands to 

develop the GRSM 

3 4 12 

Manage the month to 

month workload of GRSM 

Coordinator and the GRDM 

Training Unit and ensure 

no delays occur.  

Expand the number of persons 

within the GRSM Coordinator 

process and/or Training Unit to 

cope with increased demand 

utilizing Project management 

Funding.  

Local Municipalities do not support 

the GRSM and long term 

sustainability 

 

2 3 6 

Continuously engage with 

ALL Local Municipalities 

through the DCF and MMF 

to ensure support and buy 

in.  

Identify specific, cooperative 

Local Municipalities and develop 

1 on 1 relationships with them.  

No accredited skills development 

providers exist within the Garden 

Route for deliver programmes 

required by the GRSM.  

2 3 6 

Continuously engage and 

communicate with ALL 

local accredited skills 

development providers to 

expand their programmes.  

Identify and contract accredited 

skills development providers in 

the Province or as a last resort, 

nationally.  
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6. Reporting, Monitoring and Evaluation of Implementation Plan 

The implementation of the GRSM will need to be reported on regularly, with formal repots being submitted at least quarterly. 
 
All reports will be submitted to the Office of the Executive Manager Corporate Services at the Garden Route District Municipality.  
These reports will then be further processed by the Executive Manager Corporate Services to be tabled at: 
 

 GRDM Management Committee 

 Corporate Services Portfolio Committee 

 Education and Training Portfolio Committee 

 Municipal Managers Forum 

 District Coordination Forum 

 Council 
 
Feedback from all of the above structures will serve as an ongoing Monitoring and Evaluation mechanism for the GRSM implementation process 
that may result in the adjustment of this implementation plan or other operational documents and/or processes.  
 
 


